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Editors’ CornEr

We conclude our 50th 
anniversary celebra-
tion for PS: Political 
Science & Politics by 
highlighting our PS 

all-star team—those authors and articles 
that have been cited the most over the five 
decades of PS.

The table of articles (table 1) provides 
an interesting look at the evolution of the 
journal over the decades. As we noted in 
our first editors’ corner for this volume, 
PS did not really start to publish research 
articles until the late 1970s. This is evident 
from the most-cited articles for its first  
decade (1966–1976), which all deal with, 
in one way or another, the political sci-
ence profession. It’s notable that, already 
in its first decade, PS was an outlet for 
discussion of the status of women in the 
profession (see the listed articles by Con-
verse, Schuck, and Jacquette). This issue 
remains a point of discussion and concern, 
as reflected in our previous issue with arti-
cles by the #womenalsoknowstuff team, 
and the Shames and Wise article on gender, 
diversity, and methods.

By the second decade (1977–1986), 
research articles had moved to the fore 
in terms of citations. Francovic’s arti-
cle, “Sex and Politics: New Alignments, 
Old Issues,”—if it is not clear from the 
title—is an important early piece in the 
gender and politics field, pointing out 
how, at the time at least, there had been 
virtually no attention paid in the polit-
ical behavior literature to gender dif-
ferences in political behavior. Research 
into political science as a profession 
remained highly cited, including articles 
on how to rank graduate programs, and 
other articles critiquing the rankings  
of graduate programs. There were no 
USA Today or Carnegie classifications to 
compete with our own discipline-centric 
evaluations.

By its third decade, PS had solidly 
established itself as an outlet for not 
just news of the discipline and articles 
about the discipline, but as an attractive 
venue for important articles by political 
scientists about current issues of politics 
and public policy. Far and away the most 
widely cited article of the decade, and 
over a 50 year period, is Robert Putnam’s 

well-known “Tuning In, Tuning Out: 
The Strange Disappearance of Social 
Capital in America.” Younger scholars 
who are familiar with Putnam’s book, 
Bowling Alone, and the concept of social 
capital, may not recall how this research 
program actually started with a project 
comparing Northern and Southern Italy, 
and how the first article dealing with the 
United States appeared in the Journal  
of Democracy. Putnam recalls the experi-
ence well:

In late 1994 I published in an 
obscure journal an article with the 
puzzling title of “Bowling Alone.” 
A few months later I was invited 
to deliver the inaugural Ithiel de 
Sola Pool Lecture at the APSA 
convention, and I decided to use  
that occasion to begin working 
through the question of what might 
explain the decline in social capital 
and civic engagement that had 
been the focus of my earlier article. 
It would take another five years to 
fully solve the mystery (to my own 
satisfaction, at least) in the book 
Bowling Alone, but it turned out that 
the prime suspect I had fingered in 
the PS article was in fact guilty.

In retrospect I’m delighted that  
the article was published in PS,  
not least because it got a lot of 
attention both inside and outside 
the academy. However, that was 
not, strictly speaking, something 
I “decided,” because (at least 
according to my longer infallible 
memory), it was then expected  
that such APSA Lectures would  
be published in PS. I do recall  
being entirely pleased with the  
PS editorial process.

We are also extremely pleased Put-
nam decided to publish in PS, even if the 
decision was not apparently completely 
his own!

A number of other articles from the  
third decade have withstood the test of  
time. PS is where Paul Sabatier first  
published his call for “better theories of 
the policy process” that resulted in his 

seminal 1999 edited volume. PS first pub-
lished Gary King’s 1995 call for “replica-
tion, replication” in political and social 
science research. Gabriel Almond’s short 
discussion of “Separate Tables: Schools and 
Sects in Political Science” that in many 
ways anticipated the eventual “perestroika” 
movement in the discipline, also appeared 
first in PS in 1988.

Notable in the fourth decade of PS is 
the appearance of two important guides 
to methodology—articles by Aberbach 
and Rockman, and Berry, on elite inter-
viewing. This is a case where PS acted 
as an outlet for scholars to promote an 
important but often poorly understood 
and sometimes marginalized methodo-
logical approach.

The most cited article in our fifth 
and most recent decade of publication, 
David Collier’s guide to process tracing, 
was directed to PS for the same reason. 
As David wrote in response to an e-mail:

I wanted to publish this with PS in 
part because—over the decades—it 
has brought out so many substantive 
articles, as well as disciplinary debates, 
of great importance to political 
scientists. In addition, it seemed 
like a good way to reach colleagues 
who might be looking for this kind 
of material to use in teaching. This 
seemed to be an excellent combination.

We couldn’t state better and more suc-
cinctly why we enjoy our service as coedi-
tors of this journal.

Finally, we want to close by returning to 
the theme of research on political science 
as a profession. The runaway leader in 
the first decade, however, is the Micheal 
Giles and Gerald Wright article on polit-
ical science journal evaluations. When 
reviewing this list, we couldn’t help but 
notice that a 2007 article on roughly the 
same topic, this time by James Garand 
and Micheal Giles, is among the most 
cited in the last decade, from 2007–2016. 
We contacted Micheal and Jim to ask 
them about this research, and why they 
chose to publish in PS. We have included 
their response as a short “Reflections” 
piece along with our Editors’ Corner.  
It once again highlights the importance 
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of PS as an outlet for scientific research 
by political scientists about political sci-
ence and how this research can help us 
assess and evaluate ourselves more care-
fully and accurately.

REFLECTIONS: OUR RESEARCH 
ON POLITICAL SCIENCE JOURNAL 
RANKINGS AND WHY WE CHOSE TO 
PUBLISH IN PS

The Origin Story
Micheal Giles:

The 1975 article I co-authored with 
Gerald C. Wright (Giles and Wright 
1975) had its origin in a conversation we 
had with Robert Huckshorn, then dean 
of social science at Florida Atlantic Uni-
versity. Huckshorn complained that the  
economics department was asserting that 
publications in regional journals of bank-
ing were equivalent to the American Polit-
ical Science Review, American Journal of 
Political Science (then Midwest Journal of 
Political Science) and The Journal of Politics 
for purposes of evaluation for promotion 
and salary increases.

Jerry and I proposed to provide an 
empirical grounding for the rankings of 
political science journals by conducting 
a mail survey of the discipline. The dean 
provided a small grant to cover our costs. 
The results of our survey, along with an  
existing survey-based ranking for sociol-
ogy journals, forced the economics depart-
ment to adopt a more realistic ranking of 
relevant journals.

In the flush of our victory over the 
economists, Jerry and I boldly submitted 
a manuscript reporting the results to PS. 
And it was desk rejected, in part due to a 
“lack of fit” with the journal, and in part to 
a concern of the editor that a journal rank-
ing would be controversial. Huckshorn 
lobbied the editor on our behalf (obvi-
ously the review process at PS was not as 
formal at that time) and the editor agreed 
to publish a shorter version of the paper.

It was, we believe, the first survey- 
based ranking of political science journals. 
It quickly became a commonly employed 

Micheal Giles, Emory University

James Garand, Louisiana State University

reference in scholarly evaluation within 
the profession. As a result of requests 
from colleagues for an updating of the 
original ranking, I coauthored with Fran-
zie Mizell and David Paterson a second 
survey-based ranking of journals in the 
discipline. This was also published in PS 
in 1989 under the title, “Political Scien-
tists’ Journal Evaluations Re-visited.”

The Extension Story
James Garand:

It was at this point that I came into the 
picture. I had been a close reader of the 
original Giles and Wright article and the 
later replication published in PS. The idea 
of conducting surveys of political scientists 
to ask them to evaluate scholarly journals 
in the discipline made a great deal of sense 
to me. However, one of the things that 
struck me about both the 1975 paper and 
the 1989 replication was that some of the 
journal rankings reported in these works 
seemed to deviate considerably from what  
I understood to be the pecking order of 
journals, admittedly based on informal con-
versations with colleagues across a range 
of subfields. Some journals received very 
high evaluations (and were hence ranked 
very highly), based on the responses from 
a small group of subfield specialists. There 
was also the oddity that flagship journals 
from related social science fields (i.e., eco-
nomics, sociology) outranked some of the 
leading political science journals.

Micheal and his colleagues reported not 
just the average evaluation score for each 
journal but also a percentage of those who 
were familiar enough with a given journal 
to provide an evaluation. My thought at 
the time was that the scholarly impact of 
a journal is a function not only of how it 
is evaluated by those who read it, but 
also by its reach throughout the political 
science discipline. This is a distinction 
with which some will disagree, but in my 
view, it is not unreasonable to suggest 
that a journal’s impact is a function of 
both the quality of the scholarly work 
that they publish and how widely read it 
is within a discipline.

I developed an alternative measure of 
journal impact, one that combined both 
journal evaluations and the proportion of 
respondents who said they were familiar 
with these journals. The alternative ranking 
of journals had a considerable amount of 
face validity. I wrote a brief note that I antic-
ipated sending to PS, and sent it to Micheal 
for comments. He was very gracious in 

offering helpful suggestions on the paper, 
which was published in PS in 1990 (Garand 
1990).

In the early 2000s Micheal and I con-
cluded that it was time to replicate our ear-
lier works, so we developed a new survey 
with a list of 115 political science journals 
for political scientists to evaluate. The result 
was a 2003 PS article (Garand and Giles 
2003) which demonstrated considerable 
consistency in journal impact rankings over 
time, and considered how journal impact 
varied across political scientists’ subfields  
and methodological approaches. The frag-
mentation in how journal evaluations 
varied across subfield and methodologi-
cal approach were explored further in my 
SPSA presidential address (Garand 2005).

Our exploration of how political sci-
entists evaluate scholarly journals con-
tinued with a PS article in which we 
compared explicitly citation and reputa-
tion approaches (Giles and Garand 2007). 
We uncovered some considerable differ-
ences in rankings of journals using these  
two approaches. First, citation-based 
approaches tend to cross disciplinary 
boundaries, so some journals that are 
outside of the realm of political science 
may receive more citations because they 
draw from outside our discipline; hence 
some highly-cited interdisciplinary jour-
nals may be relatively invisible to political 
scientists and hence may draw lower repu-
tational rankings. Second, there are differ-
ences in citation patterns across subfields 
in political science. Articles in interna-
tional relations journals have higher cita-
tion rates than articles in other journals, 
perhaps reflecting a norm among inter-
national relations scholars in how they 
cite the work of others that differs from 
citation norms among scholars in other 
subfields. Third, there are many journals 
that draw relatively few citations but that 
still have high standards for publication 
and hence draw the respect of political sci-
entists in the field. In the end we find that 
appropriate adjustments to account for 
interdisciplinary and subfield citation dif-
ferences result in a fairly strong correlation 
(r = 0.656) between impact ratings based on 
citation and reputation approaches.

Finally, Micheal and I joined with Andre 
Blais (University of Montreal) and Ian 
McLean (Oxford University) to extend the 
research program on journal evaluation 
to a comparative setting (Garand, Giles, 
Blais, and McLean 2009). We collected 
survey data on evaluations of journals for 

—Phillip Ardoin,  
Appalachian State University

—Paul Gronke,  
Reed College
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Ta b l e  1
Top 10 Most Cited Articles from PS: Political Science & Politics

Decade Reference
Number of 
Citations

2007–2016 Collier, david. 2011. “Understanding Process tracing.” 44 (4): 823–30. 113

tansey, oisin. 2007. “Process tracing and Elite interviewing: A Case for non-Probability sampling.” 40 (4): 765–72. 70

Gilens, Martin. 2009. “Preference Gaps and inequality in representation” 42 (2): 335–41. 48

soroka, stuart n., and Christopher Wlezien. 2008. “on the Limits to inequality in representation.” 41 (2): 319–27. 43

Gronke, Paul, Eva Galanes-rosenbaum, and Peter A. Miller. 2007. “Early Voting and turnout.” 40 (4): 639–45. 40

Abramowitz, Alan i. 2008. “Forecasting the 2008 Presidential Election with the time-for-Change Model.” 41 (4): 691–95. 34

Lewis-Beck, Michael s., Charles tien, and richard nadeau. 2010. “obama’s Missed Landslide: A racial Cost?” 43 (1): 69–76. 33

Ura, Joseph daniel, and Christopher r. Ellis. 2008. “income, Preferences, and the dynamics of Policy responsiveness.”  
41 (4): 785–94.

33

Giles, Micheal W., and James C. Garand. 2007. “ranking Political science Journals: reputational and Citational Approaches.”  
40 (4): 741–51.

33

Lewis-Beck, Michael s., Charles tien. 2008. “the Job of President and the Jobs Model Forecast: obama for ’08?” 41 (4): 687–90. 30

1997–2006 Bennet, Lance W. 1998. “the UnCivic Culture: Communication, identity, and the rise of Lifestyle Politics.” 31 (4): 741–61. 116

Hooghe, Liesbet, and Gary Marks. 2004. “does identity or Economic rationality drive Public opinion on  
European integration?” 37 (3): 415–20.

109

Frederickson, George H. 1999. “the repositioning of American Public Administration.” 32 (4): 701–11. 105

Baubock, rainer. 2005. “Expansive Citizenship: Voting beyond territory and Membership.” 38 (4): 683–87. 79

Andolina, Molly W., Krista Jenkins, Cliff Zukin, scott Keeter. 2003. “Habits from Home, Lessons from school: influences  
on Youth Civic Engagement.” 36 (2): 275–80.

71

Zaller, John r. 1998. “Monica Lewinsky’s Contribution to Political science.” 31 (2): 182–89. 67

inglehart, ronald. 2003. “How solid is Mass support for democracy—And How Can We Measure it?” 36 (1): 51–7. 71

Hetherington, Marc J., and Michael nelson. 2003. “Anatomy of a rally Effect: George W. Bush and the War on  
terrorism.” 36 (1): 37–42.

66

Berry, Jeffrey M. 2002. “Validity and reliability issues in Elite interviewing.” 35 (4): 679–82. 65

1987–1996 Putnam, robert d. 1995. “tuning in, tuning out—the strange disappearance of social Capital in America.” 28 (4): 664–83. 863

inglehart, ronald. 1995. “Public support for Environmental Protection: objective Problems and subjective Values  
in 43 societies.” 28 (1): 57–72.

307

norris, Pippa. 1996. “does television Erode social Capital? A reply to Putnam.” 29 (3): 474–480. 166

sabatier, Paul A. 1991. “toward Better theories of the Policy Process.” 24 (2): 147–56. 125

King, Gary. 1995. “replication, replication.” 28 (3): 444–52. 95

Abramowitz, Alan i. 1988. “An improved Model for Predicting Presidential Election outcomes.” 21 (4): 843–47. 59

Almond, Gabriel A. 1988. “separate tables: schools and sects in Political science.” 21 (4): 828–42. 59

smith, Elizabeth t., and Mark A. Boyer. 1996. “designing in-Class simulations.” 29 (4): 690–94. 58

Wahlke, John C. 1991. “Liberal Learning and the Political science Major: A report to the Profession.” 24 (1): 48–60. 47

Weaver, Kent r. 1989. “the Changing World of think tanks.” 22 (3): 563–578. 45

1977–1986 Frankovic, Kathleen A. 1982. “sex and Politics: new Alignments, old issues.” 15 (3): 439–48. 67

Edelman, Murray. 1985. “Political Language and Political reality.” 18 (1): 10–19. 31

Lewis-Beck, Michael s. 1985. “Election Forecasts in 1984: How Accurate Were they?” 18 (1): 53–62. 27

Klingemann, Hans-dieter. 1986. “ranking the Graduate departments in the 1980s: toward objective Qualitative  
indicators.” 19 (3): 651–61.

26

Bueno de Mesquita, Bruce. 1984. “Forecasting Policy decisions: An Expected Utility Approach to Post-Khomeini iran.” 17 (2): 226–36. 16

Andres, Gary J. 1985. “Business involvement in Campaign Finance: Factors influencing the decision to Form  
A Corporate Pac.” 18 (2): 213–20.

15

Lewis-Beck, Michael s., and tom W. rice. 1985. “Are senate Election outcomes Predictable?” 18 (4): 745–54.

Welch, susan, and John r. Hibbing. 1983. “What do the new ratings of Political science departments Measure?” 16 (3): 532–40. 15

Warren, Christopher L., John F. stack, and John G. Corbett. 1986. “Minority Mobilization in An international City:  
rivalry and Conflict in Miami.” 19 (3): 626–34.

14

robey, John s. 1979. “Political science departments: reputations Versus Productivity.” 12 (2): 202–09. 14

(continued)
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political scientists from the United States, 
Great Britain, and Canada, finding con-
siderable differences across these three 
countries in which journals have the great-
est scholarly impact. It is clear that there is 
some overlap in what political scientists 
in these three countries consider to be the 
leading journals, but there are sufficient dif-
ferences to suggest that the scholarly com-
munities in these countries are unique and 
that scholarly communication patterns are 
largely country-specific. We also extended 
the survey-based approach used to evalu-
ate scholarly journals to encompass the 
evaluation of scholarly presses in political 
science (Garand and Giles 2011).

Why Publish in PS?
Garand and Giles:

There are at least three reasons why we 
find PS to be the most appropriate outlet 
for this research.

First, journals are a key element of 
our professional life and their relative 
rankings is the equivalent of discipli-
nary “cat nip.” Political scientists cannot 
resist looking at journal rankings. As an 
illustration of this irresistible attrac-
tion, at the APSA convention immedi-
ately following publication of the 1975 
journal-ranking article in PS, one of the 
authors’ mentors asked if he had seen the 
article and immediately launched into a 
discussion of the rankings. The mentor 
was so focused on the rankings that he 
had read the article without noticing 

that it was coauthored by his former 
student! We regularly receive inquiries 
about our studies reporting rankings 
of scholarly journals and presses, espe-
cially requests for data.

Second, there is also a rational incen-
tive to this professional interest in journal 
rankings. Rightly or wrongly, the assess-
ment of a scholar’s publication record is 
conditioned at least in part by the per-
ceived ranking of the journals in which 
their articles appear. At the extreme, some 
evaluators for tenure, promotion, or even 
hiring may simply assign the ranking 
of the journal to the articles it contains 
without reading and assessing their con-
tribution. In this light, the articles that we 
have published in PS may be seen by some 
as undermining the engagement which 
should guide colleagues in making such 
decisions. In our defense, our 2007 paper 
makes a strong effort to properly situate 
the use of any form of ranking journals in 
the evaluation process.

Third, articles about the ranking of 
journals are studies of the sociology of our  
profession. As students of institutions 
and behavior within institutions we need 
to avail ourselves of the same tools we use 
to examine the political world to under-
stand our profession. Moreover, work in 
this vein provides a policy benefit to the 
profession. As described above, the gen-
esis for the first journal ranking article 
was an effort to reform an inequity in 
cross-discipline evaluation.

In its first decade, hosting scholarly arti-
cles on the profession was not initially seen 
as within the purview of PS. The first journal- 
ranking article was initially rejected by the 
editor. However, in the following decades 
PS has become the principal home for quan-
titative and non-quantitative scholarship on 
the profession. And we believe that the pro-
fession is the better for it. n
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Decade Reference
Number of 
Citations

1966–1976 Giles, Michael W., and Gerald C. Wright Jr. 1975. “Political scientists Evaluations of 63 Journals.” 8 (3): 254–56. 46

Ladd, Everett Carll, and seymour Martin Lipset. 1971. “Politics of American Political scientists.” 4 (2): 135–44. 14

Converse, Phillip E., and Jean M. Converse. 1971. “status of Women as students and Professionals in  
Political science.” 4 (3): 328–48.

12

Walker, Jack L. 1972. “Brother, Can You Paradigm.” 5 (4): 419–22. 9

Carroll, James d. 1973. “Confidentiality of social science research sources and data: the Popkin Case.” 6 (3): 268–80. 6

Hadley, Charles d. 1972. “teaching Political scientists: the Centrality of research.” 5 (3): 262–70. 6

shapiro, Martin. 1972. “Public Law to Public Policy, or Public in Pubic Law.” 5 (4): 410–18. 6

schuck, Victoria. 1970. “Femina students rei Publicae - notes on Her Professional Achievement.” 3 (4): 622–28. 6

Jacquette, Jane. 1971. “status of Women in Profession - tokenism.” 4 (4): 530–34. 5

Hedlund, ronald d. 1973. “Brief Look at internships - reflections on Political internships.” 6 (1): 19–25. 4
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